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ABSTRACT We measure the conductance of single Au-molecule-Au junctions
with a series of air-stable diphenylphosphine-terminated molecules using the
scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction technique. Thousands of
conductance versus displacement traces collected for each molecule are used to
statistically analyze junction conductance and evolution upon elongation. Measured conductances for a series of alkane-based molecules exhibit an exponential
decrease with increasing length, as expected for saturated molecules, with a
tunneling decay constant of 0.98 ( 0.04. Measurements of junction elongation
indicate strong metal-molecule binding, with a length that increases with the
number of methylene groups in the backbone. Measured conductance histograms
for four molecules with short, unsaturated backbones (e.g., benzene) are much
broader with less well-defined peaks. These measurements are supported by
density function theory calculations. The phosphine binds selectively to undercoordinated gold atoms through a donor-acceptor bond with a binding energy of
about 1 eV. The calculated tunnel coupling correlates very well with experiment.
SECTION Electron Transport, Optical and Electronic Devices, Hard Matter
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1.2 eV. Unfortunately, dimethylphosphine-terminated molecules were relatively unstable and highly reactive under ambient conditions. This severely limited the variety of molecules
that could be synthesized and measured with dimethylphosphine linkers.
Many advanced single molecule junction experiments
would be enabled by a link group that combines the selectivity
needed for junction formation with reproducible conductance
and mechanical stability over a period of hours under various
laboratory conditions. Here, we take a significant step toward
achieving this goal by showing that diphenylphosphine (PPh2)
terminal groups, which are air stable, prove to be reliable
chemical link groups that can successfully bind alkanes to gold
electrodes. We measure the conductances of a series of PPh2terminated alkanes with 2-8 carbons in the backbone using
the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)-based breakjunction method. Conductance histograms constructed without
any data selection from thousands of conductance versus
displacement traces reveal clear peaks at conductance values
that decrease exponentially with increasing molecule length.
These data are fit to determine a tunneling decay constant, β,

he development of molecular-scale electronics hinges
on understanding the charge transport properties of
single molecules.1 A molecular junction consists of a
molecule bound between two electrodes via terminal functional groups that link the molecule both electronically and
mechanically.2-5 The measured conductance of the trapped
molecule depends not only on the molecular junction structure, but also on the choices of the electrode metal and the
chemical link group. Together, these control both the junction
mechanics as well as the electronic level alignment between
the metal and molecule.6,7 However, when some common
link groups, such as thiols, are used with gold electrodes, the
conductance varies significantly from junction to junction.8-10
In contrast, link groups, such as amines,11 methyl sulfides,
or dimethyl phosphines,4 which bind selectively to undercoordinated gold atoms, substantially reduce junction variability. This enables experiments that systematically compare
electron transport across a range of related molecules.7,9,12,13
Density functional theory (DFT)-based calculations have
shown that amines and methyl sulfides have a relatively low
binding energy (approximately 0.6 eV) to under-coordinated
gold atoms.4 While this is sufficient for transport measurements using the break-junction technique, such link groups
are not ideal if prolonged mechanical junction stability is
required. In contrast, dimethylphosphines were found to bind
more strongly to gold, with a binding energy of approximately
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Figure 1. (A) A schematic of a single-molecule junction formed
using PPh2 linkers. (B) Sample conductance traces for clean gold
(yellow), PPh2E (light blue) ,and PPh2P (dark blue) shown on a
semilog plot. The traces are plotted against piezo displacement
and offset horizontally for clarity. Measurements shown here are
all made with a 25 mV bias at room temperature and in ambient
conditions.

of 0.98 ( 0.04 per methylene (CH2) group, which is comparable to that of the dimethylphosphine-terminated analogues.4
Additionally, we find that the junction elongation length that
can be sustained by PPh2 linkers is very similar to that of the
dimethylphosphine,14 suggesting that the added steric bulk
around the phosphine does not significantly alter singlemolecule junction conductance, formation, or evolution. DFTbased calculations show relatively strong donor-acceptor
bond formation to undercoordinated gold atoms, supporting
this picture. Measured conductance histograms for four unsaturated PPh2-linked molecules (benzene, acetylene, cis- and
trans-ethylene) are much broader, with less well-defined
peaks. We calculate the tunnel coupling for four of the alkanes
and for the benzene-linked PPh2 and find trends that correlate
well with measurements.
Single-molecule junctions are formed using the STM-based
break junction technique by repeatedly rupturing a gold point
contact in a solution of target molecules as described in the
Experimental and Theoretical Methods section below. Current
is measured at a fixed bias as the junction is elongated past the
point where the single molecule junction ruptures (Figure 1A).
Representative traces showing conductance (current/voltage)
versus sample displacement are shown in Figure 1B for three
cases: clean gold with no analyte molecules, 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (PPh2E), and 1,5-bis(diphenylphosphino)pentane (PPh2P). While in the reference (blank) case no
signature, other than background tunneling, is observed after
the single atom point-contact, with a conductance of 1 G0 (=
2e2/h), is broken, the traces with analyte molecules present
often show a signature step in the conductance trace.
In Figure 2A, we show conductance histograms created
from more than 20 000 conductance traces for each PPh2terminated alkane. Clear conductance peaks are seen for all of the
alkanes in this series, although for 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane, the peak is quite broad, for reasons that are not yet
clear to us. Lorentzian fits to these peaks are used to determine the most-probable value of molecular junction conductance. In Figure 2B, we show the peak positions plotted
against carbon chain length on a semilog scale, along with an
exponential fit to the data. The tunneling decay constant, β,
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Figure 2. (A) Conductance histograms for seven PPh2-linked
alkanes ranging in length from two (right most curve, lightest
blue) to eight (leftmost curve, darkest blue) methylene groups in
the chain. Conductance measurements are made with a 25 mV
bias for ethane through hexane and with a 100 mV for heptane and
octane. Each histogram is constructed from over 20 000 conductance traces and plotted on a log-log scale. Histograms are
normalized by the number of traces used to construct each
histogram. The curves are offset vertically for clarity. Lorentzian
fits are used to determine the peak positions (indicated by the
arrows). The bin size is 10-5 G0 for all measurements except for
octane, where it is 10-6 G0. (B) Conductance peak positions for
PPh2 (blue  ) and PMe2 (red  ) linked alkanes obtained from
Lorentzian fits to the histograms, plotted against carbon chain
length, on a semilog plot (left axis). An exponential decrease in
conductance is observed with increase in carbon chain length
with a decay constant β = 0.98 ( 0.04 for the PPh2 linker and 1.02
( 0.04 for the PMe2 linker. The square of the calculated tunnel
coupling, 4t2 is also plotted against the number of methylene
groups for both PPh2 (blue O) and PMe2 (red O) linkers. The
calculated decay β values are 1.07 and 1.00, respectively.

determined from the fit (GN ∼ e-βN) is 0.98 ( 0.04 per
methylene group for this series. We also reproduce, in
Figure 2B, conductance values for alkanes with 2, 4, 6, and
8 carbons terminated with PMe2 linkers for comparison.4 By
extending the fit to the origin (N = 0), we determine effective
contact resistance for two Ph2P-Au bonds to be ∼180 kΩ.
This value is close to that found for PMe2 linkers, as can be seen
in Figure 2B, indicating that the electronic coupling between
the P and Au is similar for both link groups.
To investigate the nature of the bonding of a PPh2 link
group to under-coordinated gold, we performed DFT-based
calculations as detailed below in the Experimental and Theoretical Methods section. We consider a series of PPh2-terminated
alkanes with 2, 4, 6, and 8 carbons, as well as for PMe2terminated alkanes with 3-8 carbons, bound to Au clusters
representing the electrode on each side. We find that a
donor-acceptor bond is formed through the delocalization
of the lone pair on the phosphorus in PPh2 and PMe2 to an
undercoordinated gold atom as we had previously shown for
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the PMe2 link group.4 We find that the Au-PPh2 bond has a
binding energy of about 1 eVacross this series, similar to that
found in a study of PPh3-stabilized Au20 clusters.15 This
binding energy is slightly lower than that of the PMe2 linker,
but considerably higher than that of an amine or methyl
sulfide-Au bond.4 To probe the electronic coupling through
the junction using the DFT calculations, we extract a simplified donor-bridge-acceptor complex out of the cluster
model, consisting of a single Au atom bonded to the molecule on each end. As described in the Experimental and
Theoretical Methods section, the splitting, 2t, between the
highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
of this complex gives a quantitative estimate of this tunnel
coupling between the donor and acceptor. In Figure 2B, we
plot 4t2, which is proportional to the molecule conductance,11,16-18 against the number of methylene groups for
both linkers and determine a calculated β of 1.07 and 1.00
for the PPh2 and PMe2 linkers, respectively.
In order to understand how the junction evolves as it is
elongated, we focus on the displacement information, in
addition to conductance, using two-dimensional (2D) histograms. Individual conductance traces show plateaus at a
molecule-dependent conductance value, with a length that
corresponds to the distance a junction can be elongated
before it is broken. When a junction breaks, it does so at the
weakest link, which could be either at the molecule-gold
bond or between the apex atom and the rest of the electrode.
In order to determine the average distance a single-molecule
junction can be extended before the junction breaks, we look
at 2D histograms (see Experimental and Theoretical Methods section for details). In Figure 3A,B, we can see that
conductance step length increases as the number of backbone carbons increases, as shown here for PPh2E and PPh2P,
which have two and five carbons, respectively. From each
histogram we determine a step length distribution by integrating the 2D histogram over half a decade in conductance
centered at the molecular conductance peak, as indicated by
the boxes in Figure 3A,B. To define the “longest step” length
(characteristic of a junction whose final orientation is close to
the stretching direction), we determine the length at which
the distribution drops to 20% of its peak value for each
molecule measured (upper panels, marked by an “”) and
plot this in Figure 3C as a function of the number of methylene groups in the chain. A linear trend is observed with the
“longest step” length increasing by ∼0.8 Å per carbon
added, which is slightly less than the change in molecular
length. This could be because the Au-Au vector in the
Au-molecule-Au junction is not necessarily parallel to the
stretching direction in every trace, thereby introducing
variability in the elongation distances measured. Furthermore, this suggests that for junction formation, as illustrated
in Figure 3D, short molecules insert with the link groups
bonded near the apex atom of the tip and substrate, while
long molecules can bind further away from one (or both)
apex atoms. Because of this, we expect longer molecules to
be able to access a larger number of binding sites, simply
because of the greater number of under-coordinated gold
atoms in the electrode available given the molecule length.
Once a junction is formed, upon elongation, either the binding
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Figure 3. Examples of normalized 2D conductance versus displacement histograms of (A) PPh2E and (B) PPh2P, each made with
10 000 traces. In each, a conductance window of 0.5 decades
centered around the peak conductance values is shown. Step
length distributions (top panels) are obtained by summing over
the conductance window shown. A “longest step” length has been
determined for each molecule by locating the point at which the
step length distribution falls to 20% of the maximal value, as
indicated here by “”s. (C) “Longest step” length plotted against
the number of methylene groups in the chain along with a linear
fit to the data. (D) Schematic depiction of junction elongation for
PPh2P. As the electrodes are pulled apart, the gold point contact
breaks, and current can be measured through PPh2P. Longer
molecules have access to a larger number of binding sites along
the gold electrode and can bridge the junction for greater elongation distances than shorter molecules.

site moves from one atom to the next or the gold electrodes
deform under the pulling force.14 Although gauche defects in
alkanes are relatively low energy, meaning bent or folded
conformations could bind at the apex,19 in such cases, the
junction conductance would initially be significantly lower,
contrary to what we observe in the 2D histograms.20
These calculations and measurements suggest very
strongly that the Ph2P-Au bond is electronically well-coupled
to the alkane backbone since the measurements yield
narrow distributions in conductance. To investigate the coupling of the Ph2P-Au bond to a conjugated backbone, we
have also measured the conductance of four other molecules:
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Figure 4. (A) Structures of four conjugated molecules with PPh2 linkers: PPh2B, (red), cPPh2E (dark blue), tPPh2E, (light blue), and PPh2A,
(green). (B) Sample conductance versus displacement traces of the four molecules shown on a semilog plot. All data were measured at 25
mV bias at room temperature in ambient conditions. (C) Normalized linear-binned conductance histograms made from at least 5000 traces
for each molecule plotted on a log-log scale. The histograms were all constructed with a bin size of 10-5 G0. (D) Normalized log-binned
histograms for the same molecules constructed from the same traces using 100 bins per decade of G0.

1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)benzene (PPh2B), 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)acetylene (PPh2A), trans-1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethylene (tPPh2E), and cis-1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethylene (cPPh2E) (See Figure 4A for structures). Figure 4B
shows sample conductance traces obtained from measurements of each of these four molecules in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. In Figure 4C, we show the conductance histograms
constructed without any data selection from more than 5000
traces for each molecule using linear conductance bins, and
in Figure 4D we show histograms constructed with the same
traces using logarithmic conductance bins. First, we note
that none of the linear-binned histograms in Figure 4C
show clear peaks as compared to the results for alkanes
(Figure 2B). Second, log-binned histograms (Figure 4D)
show very broad peaks, indicating that junctions are indeed
formed and that these molecules do conduct. This broad
spread in measured conductance indicates that the electronic coupling across the molecules probably varies from
junction to junction when the PPh2 linker is attached to a
conjugated backbone. This could occur if the Au-P bond in
these molecular junctions is not as strongly coupled to the πsystem in these molecules as, for example, the Au-N bonds
are in the NH2-terminated analogs.21 To understand the
origin of this variability, we focus on PPh2B and perform
DFT-based calculations of tunnel coupling as a function of
the Au-P-C-C torsional angle as illustrated in Figure 5A.
We find that the lowest energy conformation has a torsional
angle of 135. Thus, the coupling to the π-system is nominally reduced from its maximal value by a factor of 2 on both
sides of the junction (one generally expects a cos4 θ law for
this case, where θ is the angle relative to the π-system, not
the torsional Au-P-C-C angle). Furthermore, we find that
this torsional angle can be changed by (30 with an energy
cost of less than 0.1 eV. However, the tunnel coupling
changes by more than an order of magnitude (from about
0.001 eV2 to 0.04 eV2) within this range of accessible
torsional angles, explaining the large spread in conductance
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Figure 5. (A) Illustration of the Au-P-C-C torsional angle
sampled for PPh2B. (B) Lower panel: Plot of energy vs torsional
angle for PPh2B attached to Au5 clusters indicating an energy
minimum at 135. Upper panel: Square of calculated tunnel
coupling, 4t2, through PPh2B attached to Au1 clusters for the same
range of torsional angles. The tunnel coupling changes by more
than an order of magnitude within the range of accessible torsional angles.

measured for this molecule. The calculated tunnel coupling
for PPh2B at its energy minimum configuration is comparable to that of 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane, in agreement with experiment, where the conductances for PPh2B
and 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane are similar, comparing Figures 2A and 4D. Evidently, the conductance of PPh2B
bound in a configuration where the torsional angles are 0 is
much lower than that of 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane.
The conductance histograms for the other three unsaturated
molecules are considerably narrower than that of PPh2B,
consistent with the fact that one would expect higher rotation barriers for both the acetylene and ethylene molecules.
However, unlike PPh2E, none show a clear conductance
peak. This is probably because the lone pair on the P is not
aligned with the π-system of the lowest energy conformation
of the ethylene and acetylene backbone, and thus even small
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changes in the Au-P-C-C torsional angle would result in
large changes in conductance. Temperature-dependent conductance measurements, which are beyond the scope of this
work, would be required to probe this aspect further.
In summary, we have measured the conductance of seven
PPh2-terminated saturated alkanes and four PPh2-terminated
unsaturated molecules. The well-defined peaks in the conductance histograms suggest that the PPh2 linker couples well
into the σ-system. This indicates that the donor-acceptor
bond of the PPh2 linker is both selective and well-defined. We
further find that the PPh2 linkers do not couple as well to the πsystem in conjugated molecules due to the orientation of the P
lone-pair relative to the conjugated backbone. However, we
propose that measuring specially designed molecules where
the rotation along the P-C bond is restricted, thereby orienting the lone-pair along the π-system, would result in clear
molecular signatures in conductance histograms.

The DFT-based studies were performed using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as formulated by Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).25 The molecular calculations
were done with Jaguar v7.5 using a 6-31g** basis for the light
atoms and a lacvp** basis for Au.26,27 Each PPh2-Au link was
modeled using Au clusters. On the basis of previous experience,4
we use a five-atom Au cluster to simulate an undercoordinated
Au contact atom on a close-packed Au contact, as illustrated in
Figure 5A. Four Au atoms are frozen in a fragment of the facecentered cubic (fcc) packing arrangement from metallic Au,
and an unconstrained Au atom is initially located in the
environment of a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) hollow site
on a Au(111) facet. As was done previously,4 the junction
elongation process is modeled by separating the frozen Au
atoms representing the tip and substrate in 0.4 Å steps,
allowing all other atoms to relax. In contrast to the experience with dimethylphosphine link groups, for some cases an
attraction between the phenyl side groups of the PPh2 linker
and the corner atoms of the Au5 cluster are observed in the
relaxation. While this did not affect the results for the
alkanes, for the case of PPh2B, additional torsion angle constraints were utilized to control the position of the pendant
phenyl groups. However, for the other conjugated molecules
considered, reliable structures were not obtained. The minimum energy geometry from the junction elongation simulation is used for further study. To estimate the tunnel coupling
for each molecule studied, the molecule plus the contact Au
atom on each model electrode is extracted. The frontier
orbitals (highest occupied and lowest unoccupied) of the
Au-molecule-Au complex correspond to bond and antibonding combinations of the Au s-orbital on each side of the
junction, tunnel coupled through the molecule. The splitting,
denoted by 2t here, provides a quantitative estimate of the
tunnel coupling.7,16,18

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
We measure the conductance of a series of PPh2-terminated molecules in a home-built modified STM that has been
described previously.11 Briefly, a gold tip (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%)
is brought in and out of contact with a gold-on-mica substrate
in an ∼1 mM solution of the target molecule in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (Aldrich, 99.5%). All molecules were obtained
commercially and further purified by recrystallization from
appropriate solvents. 1,7-bis(diphenylphosphino)heptane and
1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)benzene were synthesized according to literature procedures.22,23 A gold point-contact is
first formed, and, as it is broken, a molecule can be trapped
between the broken ends to form a single-molecule junction
(Figure 1A). The junction conductance (current/voltage) is
measured at a constant applied bias of 25-100 mV as a
function of the sample displacement (while the tip is held
fixed), resulting in a conductance trace (Figure 1B). Typical
conductance traces show steps at integer multiples of the
quantum of conductance, G0 = 2e2/h ≈ 77.5 μS, a step at a
molecule-dependent value below G0, and sometimes a background due to tunneling across the gap between the electrodes (Figure 1B). For the displacement rates used, each
conductance trace shown spans less than 100 ms. Since
successive conductance traces are not identical, and since
molecules are not trapped in every trace, thousands of conductance traces are collected. The data points of all the measured traces are compiled into a histogram of conductance for a
statistical analysis, using linear conductance bins as shown in
Figures 2A and 4C, and with logarithmic bins in Figure 4D.
Peaks in the linear-binned histograms result when a significant
fraction of all measured traces show plateaus at a narrow
conductance range. When no molecules are present, the conductance histogram shows a background due to tunneling with
histogram counts increasing with decreasing conductance.
2D conductance-displacement histograms are created
from conductance traces for all molecules by first aligning
all traces at the point where the Au-Au bond breaks, and then
binning the data using linear bins along the displacement
axis and logarithm bins along the conductance axis for
image clarity.14,24
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